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	Practical Maya Programming with Python, 9781849694728 (1849694729), Packt Publishing, 2014

	Unleash the power of Python in Maya and unlock your creativity


	About This Book

	
		Create and customize UIs using standard tools and libraries
	
		Understand how Maya can leverage advanced Python features
	
		Make your tools, and Maya itself, fully automatable



	Who This Book Is For


	If you are a developer looking to build a powerful system using Python and Maya's capabilities, then this book is for you. Practical Maya Programming with Python is perfect for intermediate users with basic experience in Python and Maya who want to better their knowledge and skills.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Understand the architecture of Python objects, Maya nodes, and PyMEL
	
		Write composable code that is modular and re-usable
	
		Make Maya "Pythonic" through the use of decorators and context managers
	
		Learn about different Maya UI options and libraries
	
		Use PySide and PyQt to build Maya user interfaces
	
		Turn Maya into a server that can be controlled remotely
	
		Understand how to use Python with Maya's API
	
		Conquer custom nodes using Python's dynamic type creation



	In Detail


	Autodesk Maya is a 3D computer graphics software. It offers a vast and flexible set of features utilizing Python. It is not difficult to get started using Python in Autodesk Maya, but it can be difficult to go from writing procedural, MEL-inspired tools to building the powerful yet simple systems that Python promises.


	Practical Maya Programming with Python will help you master both Python and Maya. With thorough explanations, illustrative examples, and complete sample projects, you will learn how to use Python to charm Maya into obeying your every command. Practical Maya Programming with Python will teach you how PyMEL works as well as how to deal with errors and write composable code in Python.
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Learning Phalcon PHPPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn Phalcon interactively and build high performance web applications


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to install and configure Phalcon PHP on your server
	
		Develop a fully functional multi-module application with Phalcon PHP
	
		A step-by-step guide with in-depth coverage of Phalcon...



		

Sound Systems: Explicit, Systematic Phonics in Early Literacy ContextsStenhouse Publishers, 2002

	
		How to teach phonics to young children is one of the most vexing and complex issues for early childhood educators today. Teachers know lockstep commercial phonics programs do not meet the needs of all children. At the same time, teachers who avoid explicit instruction in phonics because they lack linguistic and assessment know-how...



		

Java Servlet & JSP CookbookO'Reilly, 2003
With literally hundreds of examples and thousands of lines of code, the Java Servlet and JSP Cookbook yields tips and techniques that any Java web developer who uses JavaServer Pages or servlets will use every day, along with full-fledged solutions to significant web application development problems that developers...




	

Linux Complete Command ReferenceSams Publishing, 1997
Compiled by Red Hat Software, Inc., the company that has assembled the most popular x86 installation of Linux, this command reference is massive, authoritative, and as complete as any reference can be. In 1,500 pages of tiny print, this heavy-duty tome documents every command, utility, file system, library function, and administration tool in the...

		

Pro AndroidApress, 2009
At a high level, this book is about writing mobile applications for devices that support the Android Platform. Specifically, the book teaches you how to write applications using the Android SDK.

Who This Book Is For

This book is for software developers interested in writing mobile applications with the Android SDK. Because...

		

Advanced J2EE Platform Development: Applying Integration Tier PatternsPrentice Hall, 2003
A proven Java(TM)-based approach to standardizing and streamlining legacy migration
This book focuses on the key challenges developers face when using the Java 2 platform Enterprise Edition (J2EE) to encapsulate legacy applications for delivery in a multi-tier Internet environment. Leading Sun architects Torbjoern Dahlen and Thorbioern Fritzon...
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